MEDIA RELEASE
Wavelink Receives 2018 Digium Pinnacle Partner Award

Wavelink Awarded Digium® Pinnacle Partner Award for Outstanding Sales and Service of Switchvox
Business Phone Systems and Asterisk Custom Communications
Annual Awards Recognise Top Digium Partners Worldwide Who Deliver Unparalleled VoIP Solutions
and Services
March 7, 2018, Sydney - Wavelink, a leader in providing enterprise solutions, including VoIP
business phones systems, to the channel, today announced it has been awarded a 2018 Digium
Pinnacle Partner award in the category of Asia-Pacific Distributor of the Year. These Pinnacle Partner
awards are presented annually to leading Digium partners who have excelled in developing and
growing their partnership with Digium and driving customer success for either Switchvox Unified
Communications (UC) or Asterisk Custom Communications solutions. Wavelink is one of the
outstanding organisations selected based on 2017 sales and commitment to customer satisfaction.
Ilan Rubin, managing director, Wavelink, said, “Wavelink has been a distributor for Digium in Australia
for almost 10 years. Digium’s ongoing innovation and market leadership in the VoIP, IP PBX and
small to medium-sized business unified communications space has ensured the ongoing strength of
our relationship. Wavelink is focused on combining a range of complementary global technology with
our local market expertise to distribute and support the brands that we represent, and Digium fits in
perfectly with that strategy.”
"Each year, it's an honour to recognise so many of our channel partners who have committed to
servicing their customers and growing their businesses with Digium solutions," said Wayne Landt,
Director of Worldwide Channel Sales for Digium. "The Pinnacle Awards serve as appreciation for
those partner organisations that have helped to expand our worldwide base of customers through the
delivery of our affordable, feature-rich Switchvox phone system and custom Asterisk-based
communication solutions."
-ENDSAbout Wavelink
Wavelink specialises in the supply, marketing and support of a range of leading edge technology
solutions for the enterprise. Wavelink distributes a range of products from Fortinet, Spectralink, Spok,
Olinqua and Digium. For more information please contact Wavelink on 1300 147 000.
About Digium
Digium®, Inc. provides Asterisk® software, telephony hardware, and on-premises and hosted
Switchvox business phone systems that deliver enterprise-class Unified Communications (UC) and
UC as a Service (UCaaS) solutions at an affordable price. Digium is the creator, primary developer
and sponsor of the Asterisk project; the world’s most widely used open source communications
software. Asterisk turns an ordinary computer into a feature-rich communications server. A community
of more than 80,000 developers and users worldwide uses Asterisk to create VoIP communication
solutions in more than 170 countries. Since 1999, Digium has empowered developers to create
innovative communications solutions based on open standards and open source software, providing
an alternative to proprietary phone systems. Digium’s business communications products are sold
through a worldwide network of reseller partners. More information is available at www.digium.com
and www.asterisk.org.

